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A Marvelous, Inspiring Accounts of Love's Ultimate Triumph As additional reviewers have
noted, this book might help any caregiver in a hard situation -- though it derives its lessons
from raising an autistic kid, its wisdom applies across the board.. The writer and his wife love to
garden, but continuously learn from experience about what functions and what doesn't. The
Rev. Well-written, Informative, and Engaging This book gave me everything I hoped it would
to raised understand my grandson as well as the joys and challenges my son's family
experience each day. As with gardening, the key ingredient is a lot of time and love -- with the
extra dimension provided by a caring pastor and his wife who put their ultimate trust in Jesus
Christ.The results speak for themselves, and through the Fountains' good and the bad, one
comes not only to love their whole family, but also to admire and attract inspiration from both
their unswerving devotion with their two sons and from their unshakable faith in God's love.
Plus they don't spare us the details -- all their triumphs have a lot of effort. This book is a
delight.Each chapter, or rather vignette, can be taken alone, and the book may be digested in
any order, given its useful format. You may of course read it right through in an hour roughly,
but I warranty you will want to return over and over to the Fountains' refreshing fountain.
Written for all of us because parents and caregivers! What a wonderful reserve Tim Fountain
has written! They do what they experienced was right and that is all that can be achieved as
each family members has different methods to being special needs parent. This publication
gives hope and inspiration to all or any who are caregivers. While I do not have an autistic
child, I have been around a number of autistic children and many autistic adults.. I laughed, I
cried and I praised God for Tim's exclusive insight into what we have a problem with as
parents, most particularly how exactly we may grieve the increased loss of the dreams we
have for our kids when these dreams do not comet to light. It even relates to just life itself. I
highly recommend this book to all those who are caregivers but specifically for those caring
for their child with autism. It gives parents hope and motivation while putting items into
perspective and keeping it true.? All of us as parents and caregivers will find this book helpful
and one of the best reads out there! An excellent little book filled up with wisdom A wonderful
little book filled with wisdom, humor, wish, and the tears and discouragement familiar to any
long-term caregiver. Tim Fountain writes from a wealth of encounter and a deep trust in God's
love for all of us in also our worst occasions. A delight to learn and a reminder that while like
doesn't conquer all, it puts up a good fight. Very Encouraging I do not need a special-needs
kid, but We am a pastor, and a guy in my church thought I would enjoy this reserve. They're
nurturing us now. ways to develop patience; Everyone Knows That Ant - Can't - Move A
Rubber Tree Plant! The writing is definitely phenomenal. Each chapter is normally divided into
three parts, and each connected to "gardening or growing something". This book is similar to a
meditation and it generally does not just relate to raising a child with autism, it could apply to
any difficulty, one might be going right through. This book is so real and so easy to read in
addition to enjoyable and educational. I have given this reserve to numerous people and all
possess loved it. The depth of the small book will amaze you. He hardly ever sugar-coats the
difficulties, but reminds us that, with God's help and strength, we are able to do what life
phone calls upon us to do. There is no subject matter glossed over; It gave me peace to
reaffirm my belief I am not really in this experience only, my Creator is with my girl and I every
step of the way. His comparing of gardening to raising an autistic child demonstrated a very
common sense strategy.Considering trends - everybody knows someone who has some type
of autism. I possibly could visualize Timothy Fountain's strategy as important to raising all
children. Thus I really believe this book would be a great reference for all parents. Tim



Fountain uses their gardening successes and failures as springboards for lessons on bringing
up an autistic son within their loving family. Many thanks, Tim Fountain, for a book well-written,
informative, and engaging. I enjoyed how he writes about raising plants, then compares the
issues of that care-giving to the challenges and joys of rearing a son with Autism. Raising a
Child with Autism This is a great book - it isn't simply for parents raising a child with autism -
it's for anybody and everyone who's helping someone else: that's you, that's me, that's all of
us.. That is a most amazing book. But WE HAVE High Expectations! This is not a case of just
leaving items in God's good hands, but of sparing no effort to ensure that they themselves are
faithful witnesses to His abiding love. I would suggest this book to groups of autistic children.
and also ways to sometimes state: "to heck with it - let's laugh whenever we can't do anything
else BUT laugh! That is written from the loving perspective of the caregiver. It really is full of
wisdom;! We all likely know more than one individual who struggles with it, or is normally a
caregiver of somebody with a form of autism."I understand that Lent is usually a time for folks
to appearance inward, but I possibly could even see a parish or study group use this reserve
for a "book research" or Lenten reading "discipline" - if you're a leader of several people who
perhaps have to spending some time looking OUTWARD instead of inward.Bless the author,
his wife and son for sharing their life and wisdom as the "gardeners" and nurturers.! easy
read..The format inspires appreciation and absorption.understanding more about my little guy
good book...grandson is autistic..he was diagnosed this year.. it is a real look at everyday
activity in this family members.learning the ropes.. Fountain is a gifted writer. confused.. This is
real encouragement.. Then he shows encouragement from Scripture and ties it all jointly in a
neat bundle. As an "Empty Nesting" parent, I came across myself marking pages in the book in
order that I possibly could return later to read and re-go through and ruminate on the
perspective the writer gave.? kinda a weird perspective .... as parents? Interesting book on
autism parenting I liked the author's honesty on the subject of being an autism mother or
father. I want the boy would have had an improved ending location. I also wish they would've
tried special diet programs for him. This publication is written in such a genuine manner and
gives the reader an authentic view into the world of caring for a kid with autism. A must go
through for everyone! I enjoyed it quite definitely.. I'm indebted for you! this isnt their child on
the cover? This reserve would inspire anyone, but specifically care-givers to kids with special
needs. Common Sense Approach to Raising All Children! Diane Mitchell That is a book you
pick up and do not want to put it down until you've read it all they way through front to back.
As a mother of a 22 12 months old child with Down syndrome I possibly could relate on a wide
variety of levels. I came across Timothy Fountain's reserve most accurate in describing their
behavior. Recommend the book, bought 4 to give to friends/colleagues.
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